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  The BJP has been unpredictably active since it came to power at the 
Center. Firstly, the Hindu religious fanatics murdered insidiously those who 
criticize Hinduism, its hysterical practices, superstitions, and beliefs. By this it 
sought to create a social terror. It set a platform for Hindu religious terrorism. 

 It threw the middle class and downtrodden into tremor but cautioned 
the capitalists’ monopolies in advance about the demonetization. Abolished 
GST and merged some public sector banks with their favourite banks. The 
Citizens’ Amendment Act worried everyone who came from different places 
for their livelihood. Serious opposition and conflicts erupted. People didn’t 
care detention and arrests (ShaheenBagh, Guwahati). 
 Govt. brought three anti-farmer laws and caused unrest among the 
farmers. Thousands of farmers are on a sit in near the borders of Delhi and 
Govt. has not responded to their protest since last year. Government is 
adamant not to repeal the laws altogether and said to make some 
amendments if necessary. Their actual plan was to put their agents in the 
movement to increase contradictions and break the movement. 
 Govt. created River water disputes and ignited inter-state clashes. One 
of them is Karnataka-TamilNadu-Cauvery water dispute. Border check 
posts are set up to prevent vehicles from entering each other’s territory and 
the clashes have reached to a level where both states are preventing the 
other from entering their state. The Central Water Board continues to 
prolong such disputes for its hold on all rivers. 
Kaveri River Waters.... Hindu Special Correspondent reported —  “…It would 
be in the interest of all concerned and to have a better relationship between 
the State of Karnataka and State of Tamil Nadu, if the TamilNadu 
government in the right spirit would not oppose implementation of the 
project,” Mr.Yadurrappa wrote in his letter dated July 3rd. He further said, “In 
order to address issues, if any, it is suggested that a bilateral meeting could 
also be held in the presence of officials concerned to clear all 
apprehensions.” 
 On the status of the Makadatu project, Mr. Yediyurappa said while Tamil 
Nadu has filed a Miscellaneous Application in the Supreme Court against 
the project, Karnataka has sought approval from the Centre for Terms of 
Reference to conduct an Environmental Impact Assessment. He pointed to 
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several projects planned by Tamil Nadu, including two hydro-power projects 
and some in the main river below Mettur, and said, “The government of Tamil 
Nadu has neither entered into any kind of negotiations nor secured consent 
from the Government of Karnataka for the above projects in the Cauvery 
basin.” 
 The above News indicates the long-pending river water disputes 
between Karnataka and TamilNadu. It appears to be an intimidation to 
Tamilnadu Chief Minister MK Stalin. 
Krishna River Waters.... Today the governments of Andhra Pradesh and 
Telangana are in a rage over the use of Krishna river water. Some of the 
leaders of the parties of both sides grieved over crashes. The Central Water 
Board is requested to intervene and decide who is adhering to the past 
agreement and who is differing from the agreement. The BJP-led Central 
Water Board has been indifferent to the water dispute and waiting for this 
opportunity to get a hold on the states. The democratic forces, Intellectuals 
don’t want the people of both states to be flareup into this dispute and 
emotional flare-ups. They wish the two state governments to deal with the 
dispute with restraint. 
 Some politicians say that the two state governments together are 
playing this game for their political gain and so they feel that the dispute will 
subside by itself. The BJP continues to play tricks on these disputes in these 
two states until the two states come under its control. But the chief ministers 
of the two states were adamant on their arguments. 

Kashmir...  
In August 2019 govt. abrogated Article 370, which is protecting the people of 
Kashmir. BJP Government divided Jammu&Kashmir into Jammu, Kashmir 
and Ladakh. It turned down all the democratic rights to suppress the 
people’s resistance that came with the move. Many politicians’, democratic 
forces were detained in prisons and were house arrested. It has cut all the 
links of the State with the outside world including Internet facilities. 
 On June 24, 2021 to a after the abrogation of Article 370, Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi invited leaders of political parties of Kashmir to Delhi. He 
discussed the finalization of the boundaries of Kashmir Assembly 
constituencies, redefining some boundaries and the conduct of elections, 
but had no time to discuss the opinions and wishes of the people of Kashmir 
and the circumstances that plunged their lives into turmoil! Restoration of 
Article 370, India’s negotiation with Pakistan to cease the constant bombings 
and gunfire, Kashmir pandits problems of panicked Kashmir Muslims 
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leaving their homes, all these issues are set aside. The proposal of re-
establishing the Kashmir government by Kashmir leaders was not given 
priority. The BJP reign will continue until the people of Kashmir, the 
democratic parties and the democratic forces come together and struggle. 
 Leaders from Kargil attended a meeting organized by Union Minister of 
State for Home Affairs G. Kishan Reddy in Delhi on July 1st, 2021. The 
delegation was led by Asgar Ali Karbalai, leader of the Congress and Kargil 
Democratic Alliance. 
 “We had two clear Agenda- Restoration of Article 370 and 35A and full-
fledged statehood for Ladakh. More meetings are to be followed to discuss 
this”, Asgar told the media. 
 Leaders of some other parties expressed different views. Altaf Bhukari of 
‘Apni’ Party said, concrete measures to building confidence are to be taken 
by the Centre to address woes of the people and elections be conducted 
with peoples’ participation in Jammu and Kashmir. 
 The BJP government is very comfortable with these difference of 
opinions among the different sections. BJP expects more detachment and 
more contradictions between these sections before the conduct of 
Assembly elections. 
 


